
Greater flexibility. Intuitive support. 
Transformative tools. Our web-based 
behavioral health EHR empowers you 
in the moments that matter.

Credible Enterprise

Empower better care with an electronic health record platform designed for behavioral health

Achieve a healthier balance between your business 
demands and client needs. Our EHR solutions go beyond 
documentation to offer comprehensive support for everyone 
in your organization. From clinical to executive, chalkboard to 
boardroom, we give you powerful resources to make it easier to 
deliver better care and improve reimbursement.

• Highly configurable

• Provides actionable data and analytics

• Integrates with other systems

• Backed by exceptional customer service 

No. 1  
in 2022 Best in KLAS: 

Software and Services 
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An EHR designed for behavioral 
health that can adapt as you add new 
programs and services, Credible is:



Better outcomes

With Wiley Treatment Planners, as well as a variety 

of clinical assessment tools, such as Child and 

Adolescent Needs and Strengths (CANS), American 

Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) and the 

Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9), you will have 

tools at your fingertips to deliver better care. 

Better Reimbursement

Credible helps you navigate special state requirements, 

generate clean claims and meet the needs of value-

based reimbursement. It is one reason so many certified 

community behavioral health clinics choose it.

Customers have experienced 8% fewer claim 

denials, collected on receivables 24 days faster than 

the industry standard, and have had an adjusted 

collections rate 4% higher than the industry average.

Credible Enterprise
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With Credible EHR, you have the freedom 
to focus on what matters. Discover the 
technology, support, and solutions that 
empower optimal care with operational 
ease. 

Contact BDRteam@qualifacts.com to find  
out more or schedule a demo.

Actionable Analytics and Reporting

Credible Business Intelligence (BI)  is a configurable 

reporting platform lets complex agencies, of all sizes 

and specialties leverage operations by tracking, 

visualizing, and analyzing their data quickly and 

efficiently. BI opens a window into every aspect of 

agency operations, from financial performance to 

staffing needs, program performance and client 

outcomes.

Mobile

No more juggling multiple devices or troubleshooting 

data access issues in the field. Use iPhone®, iPad®, 

Android™, Google Chrome™, and Windows® 

platforms to capture data at the point of care, and 

even operate offline or in disconnected mode. All 

data is encrypted and available in real time. 

Improved staff productivity

Configure your home page to conveniently display the 

most frequently used client information.

Order, print, and receive encrypted test results online 

at any time. Physicians can also schedule recurring labs 

through 24/7 access, reducing communication errors 

and providing error validation for improved processing.

ePrescribing is made easier with embedded eMAR and 

eRx/EPCS.

Inpatient and Residential module is available, with a 

fully integrated and configurable interface, allowing 

users to build a virtual representation of inpatient 

and residential facilities. Tap into simplified bed 

management, census reporting and more.


